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Neocons Starting to Panic About Ukraine
The ambitions of the US foreign policy élite to beat both Russia and China is
creating an internal war among the US Neocons.
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*** 

The ambitions of  the US foreign policy élite to beat both Russia and China is  already
creating an internal war among the US Neocons.

The Ukraine war is sucking the US dry of weapons, and the US is getting little to nowhere in
its frail attempts to restock supplies sent to Ukraine. See this.

This  already  pushes  some  Neocons  to  panic  for  a  ceasefire  to  close  down  the  Ukraine
engagement  –  just  in  order  to  save  remaining  arms  supplies  for  conflict  with  China?

Meanwhile, the Pentagon and the defense industry are looking at the next major national
security challenge: deterring, and if necessary, fighting, China in the Indo-Pacific region. See
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this.

That panic in parts of the Neocon community is already surfacing in the Council of Foreign
Relations of the USA. On 13 April 2023, none less than Richard Haass, the President of the
Council on Foreign Relations together with Charles Kupchan were overtly anxious to argue
for  a  Ukrainian  ceasefire.  Suddenly  comparing  what  they  want  with  what  they  can,  this
faction  among  the  Neocons  is  suddenly  scared  and  looks  for  the  exit.  See  this.  

On 24 April 2023, other Neocons pushed back against Haass’ and Kupchan’s heretic idea of
a ceasefire with Russia.  A hard-core faction of  the Neocons obviously keeps ignoring facts
and insists on nothing less than a complete defeat of Russia – even as the West is running
out of weapons to fight with. See this.

The futility of trying to dominate the globe is creating an infight – wrecking the nerves of the
Neocons.
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